A Program of Education for Civic Leadership

NINETEENTH ANNUAL SERIES - "CHICAGO 67"

**LECTURES**

**Sept. 13** - PUBLISHING & PRINTING  
DENNIS O'Shea, Vice-President and General Sales Manager, Rand McNally & Company

**Sept. 27** - THE ATOM IN YOUR FUTURE  
ALBERT V. CHESLEY, Professor of Physics, Enrico Fermi Institute, The University of Chicago

**Oct. 11** - EDUCATION AND THE "INNER-CITY"  
Dr. GEORGE C. GALAS, Division of Education, University of Illinois Chicago Circle

**Oct. 25** - MERCHANDISING 67  
ENTRY GRIFFEN, Vice-President in charge of Merchandising, Carson Pirie Scott & Company

**Nov. 8** - CONTEMPORANEITY IN ART  
HARRY ROUGH, artist, sculptor, writer and teacher

**FIELD TRIPS**

Wednesday, 11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.  
Lecture Series Admission, $7.50

Fellerman Hall, The Art Institute of Chicago  
Michigan Avenue and Adams Street

The field trips are designed to complement a particular lecture and are held in the week following that lecture. Registration is limited by the capacity of the places to be visited, which by special arrangement provided is not available to the general public. Tickets for the trips must be purchased only from lecture-series subscribers who may purchase one ticket to each of the five tours. The price of each tour is $5.00. Luncheon (gratuity included) is provided on all tours. Field trips are offered on a Tuesday or a Wednesday schedule. Subscribers do not have the option of mixing or combining these schedules; ticket orders should indicate the weekday preferred. It is important to show on the order blank whether the alternate date is acceptable if the weekday you prefer is sold out. To the extent possible, a Tuesday subscriber will be assisted in exchanging his tour ticket with a Wednesday subscriber at the time of the lecture preceding that tour. There are no refunds on field trip tickets, and no other ticket exchanges can be handled. Subscribers are particularly advised that no one will be admitted to any tour without a ticket, that all tours must be taken on the weekday for which the ticket is issued, and that no replacement of lost tour tickets can be made. All tours (except Four Tours, see below) will depart from and return to the Downtown Center, 65 E. South Water Street. Field trips operate on a closely coordinated time schedule, and the departure of buses cannot be delayed for late-comers. Comfortable shoes are recommended for all tours. Since program arrangements must be made many months in advance, scheduled events may sometimes be subject to change.

**Tour One**

**Sept. 19**  
(Tour limited each day to 120 persons)  
Assemble at 9:00 a.m. in Room 700, 65 E. South Water Street for showing of Technicolor film, "Big City Newspaper." At 9:30 buses depart for Scott, Ferrisman & Company's new 44-acre national headquarters. Leo Kovel, Vice-President and General Editor, will speak on publishing. Headquarters operations include editing, accounting, advertising, marketing. Lunch at Hyatt House, Skokie. Proceed to Rand McNally & Company, Skokie, for a tour of its complete facilities including production, press operation and binding. Tour ends at approximately 4:00 p.m.

**Tour Two**

**Sept. 28**  
(Tour limited each day to 120 persons)  
Depart promptly 9:00 a.m. for Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, Illinois. A tour of the facilities will include visits to a reactor, hot laboratory, the Zero Gradient Synchrotron, the Biological and Medical Research Division, and the Radiobiology Physics Division (Meteorology). Lunch in the private dining room of the cafeteria. Buses return by 1:30 p.m.

**Tour Three**

**Oct. 17**  
(Tour limited each day to 120 persons)  
Depart promptly 9:00 a.m. for Chicago Child Care Society to observe activities and educational techniques for preschool children in the Child and Family Development Center, Proceed to the Center for Inner-City Education. Dr. Donald Smith, Director, will discuss this unique project for preparing teachers to serve in inner-city schools. Lunch at The Meadowlark Club, followed by a visit to Science Research Associates, Inc., to hear about the development and use of teaching materials. In addition to the new multi-level reading series, there will be a demonstration of experimental work by SRA on the use of the computer in classroom education. Tour ends at 3:45 p.m.

**Tour Four**

**Oct. 21**  
(Tour limited each day to 120 persons)  
This tour will begin promptly at 8:45 a.m. with admission to Marshall Field & Company through the Randolph Street entrance nearest State Street. (Please note carefully these differences from other tours in the starting time and place. No one will be admitted without the proper ticket.) The tour of Field's will include candy, clothing, testing, carpeting, and personal shopping departments. At lunch there will be a talk by the buyer of imported fabrics followed by a fashion show. Buses will leave Field's from the south end of Holborn Court (under the building) and will proceed to the home of Sharon Harris, prominent young Chicago designer, and to the Old Town home of Margaret Althaler, weaver of hand-homed original fabrics, returning to 65 E. South Water Street at approximately 3:50 p.m.

**Tour Five**

**Nov. 1**  
(Tour limited each day to 90 persons)  
Assemble 9:00 a.m. for visit to the new Christian Science Church (architect, Harry Weese) across from 65 E. South Water Street where buses will then depart for the Contemporary Art Museum to see the opening exhibit. Tour of artists' studios including Richard Hunt and Edson Dambussen, sculptors. Lunch at The Beef and Bourbon. In the afternoon, visit to the Robert Mayer's private collection (Wienersch) and tour of the synagogues of the North Shore Congregation Israel, designed by Yasumatu (Glenmoor). Return by 3:45 p.m.
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THE DOWNTOWN CENTER, located at 65 East South Water Street, is a part of University Extension of the University of Chicago. It makes the intellectual resources of the University available to the intelligent, concerned adult in the Chicago area by offering special non-credit programs of liberal and professional education. Among the latter are the Basic Program of Liberal Education for Adults, the Fine Arts Program, and a series of Special Courses, including seminars, workshops, and tours. All these programs are described in detail in the new 1967-68 Annual Prospectus, which is available upon request from the Downtown Center, 65 East South Water Street, Financial 6-8300.

THE WOMAN'S COLLEGE BOARD of Chicago, established in 1933, is a non-profit organization serving thirty liberal arts colleges and their local alumni. It is a co-sponsor of the "Know Your Chicago" series, an associate member of the Chicago Educational Television Association, and a sponsor of radio programs by member colleges. Other services include free college counseling for high school girls and publication of an Alumnae Club Guide and a Handbook of Information about member colleges. Admissions conferences are arranged with college representatives. Headquarters for all these services are in Room 1801, 30 North Michigan Avenue, ANdover 3-4981.